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Romans 8:5-11
“God Is in the House. And that House Is You.”
Matthew B. Reeves
Part of the series, Live Graced

We’re always setting our minds on something, and our hearts as well. This is not a question. The question is, are
we setting our hearts and minds on what amounts to our life and peace? The gospel tell us that restless hearts and minds
we won’t find what we seek outside of us but within us, in the Spirit of Christ who is life and peace itself.
Last week I sat on a bench at Orchard Hills Park. A man came down the path, talking on his phone. He was loud
enough that I couldn’t avoid overhearing. He said, “I guess it depends on what you really want. I mean, you could go to
California and go on a cruise, if you wanted to spend that kind of money. But you don’t have to do that. There are all
kinds of things you could do pretty much for free. You know what I mean?” Then he was gone, and I was left pondering
this half conversation as the wind rattled winter’s leaves.
All kinds of desires rattle around in us. They form swirling questions about what we might do with our lives.
Because there are all kinds of ways to live and all kinds of ways you don’t have to live. You could afford the cruise from
California but you don’t have to take it. You could have a riot act ready to read someone, but you don’t have to say it.
You could know you’re wrong about something, but you don’t have to admit it. For reasons that follow a certain logic or
prove baffling even to us, we end up pursuing ways of life. We take the cruise. We admit we were wrong. We lay into
someone in and it feels pretty good until, after the fact, it also feels pretty bad.
What we set our minds on, our hearts on, ends up governing how we actually live. And depending on what we set
our minds on, we allow ourselves to be governed by what doesn’t land us in the life and peace our hearts really want.
We’ve been listening to Romans this Lent. We’ve heard it delve again and again into the life we hope for at the
bottom of our hearts. Life in which we know we belong and haven’t a doubt that we’re loved. Life that’s victorious in spite
of setbacks and losses. Life that isn’t finally threatened by what we’re afraid of, even death itself.
Apostle Paul keeps telling us that this life of belonging, love, victory and hope, is the one we receive in Jesus Christ
and which comes purely by grace. If you think you’ve earned, won, or deserved this life you aren’t yet fully in it because it
only comes by gift without strings or merit attached.
But after chapter 6, where Paul announces the freedom and victory that come to us in Jesus, he acknowledges a
certain reality. The life received through faith in Christ remains interwoven with complicated and conflicting desires, some
of which we hold onto as good until we realize that indulging them has failed to give us the life that’s really life.
Have you ever wrestled with how to love someone, and then when you tried to show it, your effort seemed to blow
up in your face? And then, after time passed, you saw that your effort at love was tainted by selfishness, by a desire to
control the situation. But you couldn’t see it at the time. We can deceive ourselves as to what we are really setting our
hearts on.
In chapter 8 Paul seeks to untangle the complexity of our desires. He says, when you get down to it, there are
really only two motivations for living. You can live from the desires of the flesh, or the desires of the Spirit.
The desires of the flesh are the ones that deaden us, both in soul and body. The word “flesh” is kind of a slippery
word in Paul’s letters. When Paul says “flesh” in our text today, he doesn’t mean the body, or the physical, as opposed to
the spiritual, as though material things are bad. Here, the desires of the flesh are those that come from placing ourselves at
the center of our own lives. It’s the ego-gratifying life that’s always comparing to others, that needs to feel right and
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superior and justified. Our flesh self tries to control situations. The desires of the flesh never have enough––power, money,
affection, comfort, you name it––and so is always living defensively or on the attack. We only have to watch the news to
see the desires of the flesh writ large.
Living from with ego at the center has to lead to death. Because the truth is, we don’t finally have the capacity to
keep ourselves in life. But the desires of the Spirit, says Paul, land us in life and peace. Who doesn’t want to land in life and
peace? The thing is, in the wisdom of God, the path to life and peace is the path of grace, and that can be the one we’re
least inclined to take.
How often do idle minds fantasize about life by grace? When it’s the last week in January and at work you feel like
you’re surrounded by bees, are you inclined to let go of control, the desire to escape, and accept the situation as it is? I
think I’m more inclined to dream of that cruise from California. If parents or kids or someone is driving us up a wall, do
we fantasize about all the ways we might wish them well? Or are we more likely to rehearse all the ways we could tell them
off? We messed up in the same way again. How easily do we accept our frailty and forgive ourselves? Perhaps we’re more
ready to rehearse those negative words we’re so long practiced at telling ourselves. This is the struggle of the flesh in which
life would seem all up to me.
But it’s a holy struggle, because the Spirit of God in in the midst of it, giving us all of God, for free. Giving what
amounts to life and peace, for free. In the midst of our flesh, the Spirit of God is giving us a new governance in life, so we
may may know we don’t belong to all that drags the world down. To hear Paul, the key question isn’t whether we
struggle with the desires of the flesh, but what we believe really governs us. What really has charge of us. Not what feels
to have charge of us. But what, by faith, really does.
Paul says to believers in Jesus, “You, however, are not in the realm of the flesh, but in the realm of the Spirit, if
indeed the Spirit of God dwells in you. … If Christ is in you, then even though your body is subject to death because of
sin, the Spirit gives life because of righteousness.”
This is the good news: we can’t measure our lives, our worth, our growth as people by the existence of conflict
within and among us. Since believers in Jesus don’t belong themselves––to their egos––but to God, however conflicted
they may feel, their true center isn’t self but the Spirit who is in us with all of God’s life and peace.
Some in the church have been gathering on Saturday mornings to learn and practice Christian meditation.
Christian meditation is turning toward the stillness and life and love that is Christ at the center of our being. Meditators do
this by taking a sacred word, and saying it attentively and lovingly. It’s really doing what Paul is saying, which is to set our
minds on the Spirit, on Christ within us. If you’ve tried meditation, you know that the moment you sit down and try to be
still, your mind doesn’t calm down but even seems to ramp up.
Distractions, concerns, imagined situations, come crashing in and asking for attention. But the meditator doesn’t
try to make them go away. Doesn’t try to control them, because that’s what a mind set on the flesh tries to do. Instead,
meditation sets the mind on the sacred word and lets go of any thoughts, imaginings, or feelings that come up. It’s
repeated return to grace God pours into us by the personal presence of the Spirit. It’s returning to the life can’t be really
lived by fantasy, or measured by our criteria for success or progress. It’s returning to the life at the bottom of our hearts
that is simply communion with Christ, who is life and peace in all their fullness. Christian meditation is setting on hearts
on the Life and Love we can’t lose because he’s passed through death and is eternal.
When our thoughts are mostly bent toward the fleshly project of trying to get our life work, the wonder of the
gospel can go totally unnoticed. The miracle of the gospel is that the God whom nothing can contain, whose love in Christ
is boundless, and whose Spirit gives peace more expansive than a wide open sky––this God chooses as his dwelling…you.
“If the Spirit of God dwells in you. Christ is in you,” says Paul. Do we hear? Do we hear this? The life and
peace we so desire is not to be found outside of us, by arranging our life and world a certain way. It isn’t to be earned or
achieved or even striven for. The life and peace worthy of our hearts is to be found in the recesses of our own being, given
us by grace, by the God who desires to be so close to us as to live within us by the Spirit.
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So we wouldn’t believe in this life and peace just in our heads but find it in our being, God has given us a holy
meal in which we take bread and fruit of the vine that signify the very body and blood of Christ, and we take them into us.
The good news message could not be clearer. God is in the house. And that house is you.
By faith, the life and peace we seek is already within us. Because Christ is in us, in the midst of all rattles our hearts
and minds, we may know our true life isn’t all that rattles. It’s the Spirit of God who’s turning our hearts toward the Christ
whose heart is always turned toward us.
Which means that we are now free to turn our hearts to the world, to our neighbor, asking, How can we be part of
God’s life and peace breaking in for someone else? Amen.
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